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The Fell We Climb is an animated short
 film

inspired by the real 
life experie

nces of black

and brown youngsters gro
wing up in

Cumbria. +3K Animation have team
ed up

with Anti Racist Cumbria and Executive

Producer, TV’s Nigel Clarke, to bring to life a

spell-binding and authentic charact
er driven

story to in
spire future generations to

become anti-racist.

https://antiracistcumbria.org/


Creating The Fell We Climb has been a beautiful
and complex journey. Tackling the topic of racism
through the eyes of black and brown youngsters
was always going to need the necessary time and
care to get right. We needed the young people to
know they could trust us and Anti Racist Cumbria
created the most beautiful safe space for them to
open up and find their voices - and in doing so
found themselves part of a family. A group that
understood each other where they were reflected
and allowed to be themselves more than ever
before.

+3K came on board with the aim of unearthing
their story about what it is like to grow up in
Cumbria if you are not white. But what actually
happened was that we learned so much from
these terrific young people and how they
wanted to change the world. This was the base
of our story. Through our journey of weekly zoom
workshops the film developed organically based
on true events happening around us - their
experiences in schools, on days out with family
and what we saw on the news. 

INTRODUCTION
Backed by a passionate team of artists, film
makers and TV presenter Nigel Clarke, +3K
Animation have worked tirelessly to make sure
we did the characters, the film and of course, the
youngsters justice to tell their story through the
beauty of animation. 

We hope you laugh, cry and connect with The
Fell We Climb to understand the importance of
creating an anti-racist future for all.

by Lou Kneath



The Fell We Climb is an animated
short film inspired by the real life
experiences of black and brown
youngsters growing up in Cumbria. 

Our journey is set against a
Cumbrian landscape where we
follow Hamira, a young girl as she
navigates her way through racism
in its many forms and what inspires
her to share her story and how she
strives for positive change. The Fell
We Climb is here to inspire young
people across the world to
celebrate their differences but
motivate even the coldest of hearts
to become actively anti-racist. 

SYNOPSIS

FORMAT: Animated Short Film
AUDIENCE: Family 
RUN TIME: 10mins 17 secs
RESOLUTION: HD
PREMIERE DATE: October 2022

FORMAT INFO



After releasing a short trailer to promote the film
in November 2021. Cbeebies The Baby Club's
Nigel Clarke came on board as Executive
Producer. Seeing the importance of the story he
helped launch a crowdfunder to get the film into
production.  

Just a few weeks later and with thanks to our
amazing sponsors and donations we hit our goal
and raised the additional £30,000 we needed to
finish The Fell We Climb. We couldn't contain our
excitement as we knew we were one step closer
to putting the film out in to the world. 

From there, we worked tirelessly to finish the
film in time for our world wide premiere at the
Kendal Brewery Arts Centre, kicking off Black
History Month in October 2022. The film debuted
to a packed out cinema and by the end we
received a standing ovation from a very teary
eyed audience who left filled with hope,
compassion and inspired to create positive
change.

Now the challenge is to ensure The Fell We
Climb reaches audiences far and wide, not just in
Cumbria, but across the UK and beyond! 

THE FELL WE CLIMB - OUR STORY SO FAR
Nigel explains what we wish to achieve by telling
our story: "My hope for this film is for it to be
used by organisations all over the UK and in
schools as a resource to start conversation. The
story is told from the point of view of the youth
of today, our future leaders. They know that the
world needs to change and ultimately they will
be the ones to do it, but that process starts here
with projects like this. Projects that raise
awareness and make people stop and think. I
want people to stop and think, I want people to
stand up for what's right, I want a better future
for our kids."



"The short movie The Fell We Climb, was an
absolute masterpiece and when watching it I felt
confident because I realised I could help stop
racism while still on my amazing anti-racist
journey, and even if I don't have a very loud voice
in this huge community, like others I now know
that every little step forwards stopping racism
chips parts away of the huge wall."
- Izzy (Greyrigg School)

"The Fell We Climb was very moving. I will never
understand what it is like to be black but the film
made me understand a little bit more."
- Eden (Greyrigg School)

"I loved the film The Fell We Climb I was really
moved when Hamira looked at the note. It made
me understand a bit more of what it is like for
black and brown people to experience racism. I
know that this is just the tip of the iceberg."
- Matt (Greyrigg School)



 

 
 
 

 
 





Lou Kneath
PLUS3K Ltd.
lou@plus3k.tv
+44 (0) 7521 295 534
Carlisle, Cumbria, UK

CONTACT
@plus3kstudios
plus3k.tv

SOCIALS
You can find all relevant
links and media files here:
https://linktr.ee/tfwc

LINKS & MEDIA

https://instagram.com/plus3kstudios
https://twitter.com/plus3kstudios
https://www.youtube.com/@3kanimationstudios857
https://www.facebook.com/plus3kstudios
https://www.tiktok.com/@plus3ktv
https://www.linkedin.com/company/plus3k-studios/
https://linktr.ee/tfwc

